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Human Machine 

Valves  are never resting  

Over the course of a lifetime, valves will open  
and close over 2,800,000,000 times  

Per Annum, in the United States,  
80,000 operations on valve related problems 



Late 15th, early 16th Century 
- Concentrated on anatomy 
- 240 sketches, 13,000 words 
- 1st depiction of the spine 
- Described 4 heart chambers 
- AV synchronization  
- 1st to describe heart beating 
- Described all 4 valves 





(Around 800 BC) Sushruta  Samhita was an ancient 
Indian surgeon and is the author of the book Sushruta 
Samhita, in which he describes over 300 surgical 
procedures and 120 surgical instruments and classifies 
human surgery in 8 categories. 

The Early Days of Surgery  

Anesthesia and Pain Control 
1846. On October 16, William T. G. Morton (1819-1868) 
made history by being first in the world to publicly and 
successfully demonstrate the use of ether anesthesia for 
surgery. This occurred at what came to be called "The 
Ether Dome," at Massachusetts General Hospital on 
patient Edward Gilbert Abbott. 

Infection Control 
Joseph Lister did not discover a new drug but he did 
make the like between lack of cleanliness in hospitals 
and deaths after operations. For this reason, he is 
known as the 'Father of Antiseptic Surgery'. Lister was 
born in 1827 and died in 1912. 



“The heart alone of the viscera cannot withstand injury”  

“Any man who would attempt to operate on the heart should lose the respect of his colleagues” 

“The heart alone of all the viscera has reached the 
limits set by nature on all surgery. No new method 
and no new techniques will overcome the natural 
obstacles surrounding a wound of the heart”  





Théodore-Marin Tuffier, known as 
Théodore Tuffier 
- a French surgeon.  
- pioneer of pulmonary and 

cardiovascular surgery and of spinal 
anaesthesia.  

- born at Bellême in Orne in 1857   
 

- FIRST TO PERFORM A LOBECTOMY 
- FIRST TO OPERATE ON AN ANEURYSM 

And in 1912 –  
was the first to operate on aortic valve stenosis,  

attempting to widen the valve 



I did not repeat the operation because I could not 
get another case.  Although my patient made an 
uninterrupted recovery the Physicians declared 
that it was all nonsense and in fact that the 
operation was unjustifiable. 



And in fact, of the eleven 
operations performed on 

stenotic valves from 1912 to 
1929, only two patients 

survived. 





Dwight Harken, MD, operated on 134 soldiers with bullets in  
their chest, 13 in a heart chamber , without one  fatality  





Closed Mitral Commissurotomy 



How can you operate on a heart that continues 
 to beat and circulate blood?  

Packed in ice until temp 26 degrees 
Blood flow to the heart stopped  
Time of Operation 8-10 minutes 

Floyd Lewis, MD - Minnesota 

C. Walton Lillihei, MD  



Development of the Heart Lung Bypass Pump 

John Gibbons , MD – 1937-53 
Richard DeWall- C.Walton Lillihei, MDs 
John Kirklin , MD 
Nazih Zudhi, MD  



From the Dawn of Man to 1950…..  
Anatomy and Physiology  

Surgery and Surgical techniques  
Anesthesia and Pain Control  

Blood typing and Blood Banking  
Overcoming Fears and the Unknown  

Surgical Instrumentation  
Out-of Body circulation  



Charles Hufnagel, MD and Justin Chesterman (England)   

1954 reported on 23 patients  
with aortic insufficienccy treated  
with an acrylic ball valve into the 
descending aorta. 

First valve placed in the aortic position 
Patient lived 14 hours until the poppet  
twisted out of position 



Philip Admundson 

September 21, 1960- first successful MVR  
Soon thereafter …….. 
Harken performed the first AVR  

Oregon 
Health and 

Science 
University 



After the Starr-Edwards valve was established, several other design variations were 
created such as Magovern–Cromie, DeBakey–Surgitool, and Smeloff–Cutter ball 
valves.   A variation of the ball valve utilizes a metal cage to contain the ball which allows 
a smaller ball to be used.  





But ……progress never stops 



 

 

Starr Edwards 





The Bileaflet Valve 



The Bjork –Shiley Disaster 

Initial valve from the late 1960s 
improved hemodynamics 

But had a high incidence of 
thrombosis and embolization 

1979 the  valve was redesigned and 
reconstructed 

Became the most popular valve in the 
world  

86,000 valve were implanted  world-
wide, 31k in USA 



Beame apparent that the valve had 
an unacceptable failure rate 

Valve was recalled  

All told – 633 deaths  
Fracture rate 0.1% per year 





1960s 
Tissue valve investigated in an attempt to overcome 

the disadvantages of mechanical valves 
 

- 1962: Ross & Boyes performed first successful 
allograft replacement from a cadaver  
 
 
 
 
 

- 1964: Duran & Gunning used first heterograft  
(porcine AVR) 

- 1965: JP Binet reported 5 patients with preserved  
heterografts 

-   1967: Ross introduced pulmonary autografts for 
AVRs 
-   1968: Carpentier showed improved stability with 
preservation 





1980s thru to the Present Day  

STENTLESS tissue valves introduced  
 

- 1988: David implanted the first stentless porcine  
 

- Mitroflow introcuded a bovine bioprothesis  with stent  
 

- 1991: Carpentier – Edwards developed a bovine pericardial 
bioprosthesis 



Mechanical  Bioprosthetic 







Aortic Valve 
Valvuloplasty 



Aortic Valve 
Valvuloplasty 

Alain Cribier, MD  

1985 performed 1st aortic balloon valvuloplasty to address the  
33% of patients not eligible for valve surgery  



Kanji Inoue, MD  

Mitral Valve balloon  
Valvuloplasty 

1984 - Dr Inoue performed the first mitral valve balloon dilation of mitral stenosis.  
The technique, and the  balloon, the “Inoue balloon” is still in use today 



Mitral Valve 
Valvuloplasty 



If only we had 
something  better 
than a balloon?  



Henning Rud 
Andersen 

4-year period (1995–1999), the search for a biomedical company that might be 
interested in the project failed completely. Experts consistently cited a long list of 
engineering issues and potential complications, including coronary obstruction, 
aortic and mitral valve complications, early dislodgment of the device, stroke, and 
mechanical complications. Some even declared the project “the most stupid I've 
ever heard.” 



16 April 2002  
Alain Cribier and colleagues  performed the 

first  percutaneous valve replacement 



$10,000 

$168,030,000 



Edwards TAVR video 







Mitral valve repair 

Alain Carpentier, MD  
Delos Cosgrove, MD  



So guess what happened …… 



Abbot MitraClip video 











“Discovering truth by building on previous discoveries" 



Sushrata 
DaVinci 
Harvey 
Lister 

Tuffier 
Souttar 
Harken 

Cribier /Andersen 
Inoue 

???? 



The attribution to Bernard of Chartres is 
due to John of Salisbury. In 1159, John 
wrote in his Metalogicon: "Bernard of 
Chartres used to compare us to dwarfs 
perched on the shoulders of giants. He 

pointed out that we see more and 
farther than our predecessors, not 
because we have keener vision or 

greater height, but because we are 
lifted up and borne aloft on their 

gigantic stature. 




